Rheology and Permeability of Crosslinked Polyacrylamide Gel.
Gels produced by crosslinking polyacrylamide solutions with chromium (III) have been characterized by dynamic rheology studies. To vary the gel strength, different polymer concentrations were used, while keeping the temperature, salinity, and crosslinker concentration constant. Both the loss and storage moduli increased with the polymer concentration for this gel system. The storage modulus at the end of the gelation was used to characterize the gel strength. Steady-state water flow experiments through gel-filled capillary tubes were performed, with the aim of linking the gel strength and flow behavior. The permeability was found to be a function of the water flow rate (velocity) and polymer concentration. Two parameters were used to characterize the flow behavior, intrinsic gel permeability and elasticity index, which are each functions of the polymer concentration. However, only one parameter is needed to fully identify the flow and rheological gel properties, as the elasticity index and storage modulus are linked by a power-law relationship. The loss modulus and intrinsic permeability are correlated with the storage modulus and elasticity index, respectively. A theoretical model for this behavior linking both gel properties based on the dual domain structure was used to demonstrate that the flow and rheological behavior of the gel are indeed related and that the gel strength controls the water permeability. Implications for prediction of flow of water through gels emplaced in a porous medium are discussed. Copyright 2001 Academic Press.